A central finding in happiness research is low correlations between income and happiness. This is paradoxical since most people seem to attach a high value to a rise in their income. The various versions of this paradox can be explained in terms of rising aspirations (Easterlin 2001) and positional externalities (Frank 1997) . However, econometric/ statistical studies which test these explanations on the level of individual cross-sections are rare and have produced mixed results. A careful analysis of the results of such studies leads to the conclusion that there seems to be considerable support for the explanations mentioned. On the other hand, these explanations seem only partial and do not take into account top-down relations between life satisfaction and aspiration levels as implied by some studies. Therefore, an alternative explanation of the above paradox in terms of the intrinsic/extrinsic-goals distinction of Kasser and Ryan (1993) is investigated. This approach points to a second kind of discrepancy between decision utility and experienced utility of income and implies that life satisfaction depends on absolute rather than relative income. It has some potential, but, in its present stage, it yields less specific predictions with respect to the paradoxes than the theories of aspirations and positional externalities. On the other hand, in the case of top-down relations between life satisfaction and aspiration levels, the intrinsic/extrinsic-goals explanation seems more fundamental.
Introduction
A central finding in happiness research is low correlations between income and happiness. This is remarkable since most people seem to attach a high value to a rise in their income, as indicated by their behaviour (e.g. labour supply) and stated preferences (see, e.g., Frank 1999 and Easterlin 2001) . This 'classical' paradox manifests itself on at least three levels. First, in most developed nations average happiness has not or only slightly increased in the last half of a century despite economic growth. Secondly, cross sections of average happiness levels across developed countries reveal weak or zero income effects on happiness (e.g. Frey and Stutzer 2002) . Finally, in cross sections of individual happiness levels within a given developed country, income-happiness correlations and effects turn out to be small in comparison to those for other determinants of happiness, especially over the 75 upper percent of a country's income distribution (see, e.g., Diener et al. 1993, Frey and Stutzer 2002) .
The first (time-series) version of the paradox has been explained by Easterlin (1974 Easterlin ( , 2001 and Frank (1997) in terms of rising aspirations and positional externalities.
The second version of the paradox, the absence of a substantial income effect on happiness for cross sections of developed countries, can be explained in a similar way, but the third version for cross-sections of individuals has received little systematic attention in the literature (see Frey and Stutzer (2002) for a discussion of the role of relative income and treadmills) and requires a more subtle approach. Although these explanations sound convincing, econometric or statistical studies which test these explanations on the level of individual cross-sections are rare and have produced mixed results. For American, German and Swiss data, McBride (2001 ), Ferrer-i-Carbonell (2002 and Stutzer (2002) , respectively, find econometric support for the influence of relative-income variables (see also Schyns (2001) for Russia), but Diener et al. (1993) find no evidence. In the view of Diener et al. and Veenhoven (1991) , happiness is absolute rather than relative, reflects satisfaction of universal needs rather than social comparison, and represents an emotional feeling rather than a cognitive judgement.
The first purpose of this paper is to investigate the plausibility of these claims versus the claims of Easterlin and Frank by a careful analysis of the results of the econometric/statistical studies mentioned above. Our general conclusion from this analysis is that especially the estimation results of Stutzer (2002) in favour of the aspiration-level theory of Easterlin (2001) look convincing and that the absence of any evidence for an influence of relative-income variables in the study of Diener et al. may be due to misspecifications of such influence. On the other hand, the results of Stutzer also suggest that the explanations of the income-happiness paradoxes in terms of rising aspirations and positional externalities may only be partial. Moreover, there is some evidence that, contrary to what is assumed in the aspiration-level theory, causality is not so much running from aspiration levels towards happiness, but rather from happiness towards aspiration levels (Headey et al. 1991) . More specifically, people who have a predisposition to feel unhappy tend to have higher aspiration levels than those with a disposition to feel happy. This suggests that the hedonic-level-of-affect component of happiness may be more fundamental than its cognitive-evaluation component in the sense of the former influencing the latter rather than the other way around.
This calls for a perhaps more fundamental explanation of the income-happiness paradoxes in terms of the affective component of happiness. A possible candidate for such an explanation is offered by the findings of Ryan (1993, 1996 ; see also Kasser and Ahuvia 2002) . They made a distinction between intrinsic goals (like selfacceptance and affiliation) and extrinsic goals (like financial success and social recognition) and found that persons who strongly focus on extrinsic goals tend to be relatively less happy. This points to a second kind of discrepancy between (ex ante) decision utility and (ex post) experienced utility of income 3 on top of that brought about by unanticipated rises of the aspiration level as suggested by Easterlin. Thus, a second purpose of this paper is to investigate the extent to which this approach may offer an alternative explanation of the income-happiness paradoxes. We conclude that it has some potential, but that, in its present stage, it yields less specific predictions with respect to the paradoxes than the aspiration-level approach. Furthermore, there seem to be some intriguing interrelations between both approaches. 3 The distinction between decision utility and experienced utility has been introduced by Kahneman and Tversky (1984) .
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The organisation of this paper is as follows. First, section 2 gives a short review of the main empirical findings with respect to the paradoxes. Section 3 analyses the explanations of these paradoxes in terms of rising aspirations and positional externalities as well as the mixed evidence from individual-cross-section studies. Section 4 discusses the alternative explanation suggested by the intrinsic/extrinsic-goals approach of Kasser and Ryan. Finally, section 5 makes some concluding remarks on the interrelations between the two approaches.
Main empirical findings
Most people seem to attach a high value to their level of income. This is evidenced by their economic behaviour as well as by their stated preferences. Examples of the former revealed preferences are the dominant role of the wage rate in individual labour supply decisions (Pencavel 1986; Killingsworth and Heckman 1986 ) and the recurrence of strikes of labour unions for a higher wage. Another example is the 'luxury fever' in consumption as documented in Frank (1999) for the USA. Stated preferences can, for instance, be inferred from the results of the well-known survey of Cantril (1965) 
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The most striking result is that the correlations between average life satisfaction and average income in developed countries over time (category 2b) are not significantly different from zero for many countries and for most periods (see, e.g., Frey and Stutzer 2002, sec. 4.3) . This is consistent with Easterlin's (2001) finding from a synthetic cohort analysis that life satisfaction is practically constant over any given cohort's life cycle.
This finding suggests that correlations between individual life satisfaction and income over time (category 1b) are zero or low. Even major changes in income like winning a lottery may only have positive effects on life satisfaction in the short run (Gardner and Oswald 2001) , but zero or even negative effects in a longer run (Argyle 1999) . For crosssections of average life satisfaction and average income in developed countries (category 2a), it is found that income effects and correlations are weak or zero across countries with an average annual income level above U.S. $10,000 (e.g. Diener and Suh 1999 , Kenny 1999 , Frey and Stutzer 2002 . Moreover, for particular data sets of developed as well as developing countries, the correlations are even insignificant when variables for individualism (as defined by Hofstede 1991) or equality are controlled for (Diener et al. 1995) .
Finally, cross-sectional correlations between individual life satisfaction and income within developed countries (category 1a) tend to be higher, but are still low in comparison to those for other determinants of life satisfaction (see, e.g., Frey and Stutzer 2002, sec. 4.4.1) . For example, for data for the USA, Diener et al. (1993) found correlations of 0.13 and 0.12 (implying that less than 2% of the variance in life satisfaction is explained by variations in income) and Easterlin (2001) found a correlation of 0.20.
Moreover, they established a curvilinear pattern in the relation between income and life satisfaction. 4 For income levels above U.S. $10,000, the data of Easterlin are easily calculated to imply an average 'elasticity' of life satisfaction with respect to income of roughly 0.2, which seems small. A similar pattern can be observed in other industrialised countries (see, e.g., Inglehart 1990, table 7-10) . For West Germany, Glatzer (1991) found no clear income effect on life satisfaction between the second and fifth income quintile. For Switzerland, Frey and Stutzer (2002: 83-85) even found a somewhat lower life satisfaction for the highest-income group than for the second highest. 4 Regressing life satisfaction on log income Easterlin (2001: 468) finds a linear relation.
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A problem in judging the size of non-zero (positive) income effects is that it seems very hard to assess whether these effects are smaller than the size one may expect on the basis of income-related behaviour and preferences. In the case of labour supply behaviour one should then also know the effects on life satisfaction of leisure and working time. Therefore, at this stage of research, we can only say that positive income effects on life satisfaction seem small in comparison to what one could expect on the basis of income-related behaviour and stated preferences. Just like the zero income effects reported above, this suggests a difference between, on the one hand, (ex ante) decision utility which is supposed to govern income-related behaviour and, on the other hand, the (ex post) life satisfaction as a result of that behaviour. In the context of this paper we assume that the decision utility of alternative income levels is given by the expected contributions of income levels to life satisfaction. 5 On the other hand, the ex post experienced contribution of the chosen income level to life satisfaction is referred to as experienced utility. Economists like Easterlin (1974 Easterlin ( , 1991 and Frank (1997) consider as one of the important explanations for the empirical findings reported above the dynamics of rising aspiration levels and positional externalities. The working of these dynamics in the four cases of the paradox described above can be explained as follows.
There are two main effects involved, namely hedonic adaptation and positional externalities. In general terms, hedonic adaptation is the reduction of the hedonic, i.e., happiness-relevant, response to a constant or repeated stimulus (Frederick and Loewenstein 1999: 302) . It can take the form of a shift of the baseline stimulus level, i.e., the stimulus experienced as neutral (baseline shift), or that of a reduction of the intensity of 5 For the sake of simplicity, we assume that decision utility is cardinal and that expected and actual life satisfaction are separable in income and other variables (e.g. leisure).
any given response without a shift of the zero point (desensitisation; ibid. The second main effect can be summarised under the heading of positional externalities. These can be divided into two kinds of effect. The first effect we will call secondary inflation (Hirata 2001: 36 ; cf. fig. 1 ). Analogous to the expansion of the monetary mass that reduces the value of money with respect to commodities, the expansion of the average income in "real terms" or in terms of "commodity purchasing power" (i.e., corrected for what we will call "primary inflation") may lead to a reduction of the value of income with respect to what Sen (1985) calls functionings 7 . This effect is at work in its purest form where positional goods are involved. A positional good (Hirsch 1976: 27) is characterised by some absolute limitation on its availability to society, either because it is a rival good in fixed supply (e.g., Van Gogh's masterpieces) or because an increase in consumption will lead to congestion (e.g., a lonely beach). Positional goods are therefore valued for their relative superiority, which, because of their absolute scarcity, does not erode as society becomes richer. In all cases the payoff of one's effort or expenditure to obtain a positional good depends to a large extent on the effort and expenditure of others because one's payoff is a function of one's position in some kind of competition. A given functioning, e.g., making holidays in a lonely cottage, will then become ever more expen-7 "A functioning is an achievement of a person: what he or she manages to do or to be. ... It has to be distinguished from the commodities which are used to achieve those functionings. ... . It has to be distinguished also from the happiness generated by the functioning, for example, actually cycling around must not be identified with the pleasure obtained from that." (Sen 1985: 10) sive because it requires finding ever more remote places as the newly rich settle on the formerly quiet spots. Apart from positional goods, the cost of a given functioning in terms of commodities also depends on the life styles of others as far as social interactions link individuals together. For example, as people become richer and own more cars, and society richer to build additional roads, public transport may deteriorate (as has arguably been the case in Los Angeles for example). As a consequence, some people will be forced to buy a car in order to get to places where they formerly could go by bus. The additional expenditures involved do not, however, enter into the calculation of the official (primary) inflation rate, because in terms of goods and services consumption does indeed increase. Yet, in order to express the "functioning purchasing power" of money, prices have to be corrected for secondary inflation as well.
The second kind of positional externality could be called the "frame-of-reference effect" (cf. Frank 1997) . This effect is at work to the extent that the increase of one's reference group's consumption reduces the life satisfaction one derives from a given activity, increasing one's aspirations and evaluation standards. For example, when all families in one's neighbourhood increase their holidays spending, one's own desire to go on similarly adventurous holidays is likely to increase, and one's capacity to enjoy any given holiday trip to decrease. The frame-of-reference effect is closely linked to what in the psychological literature is called relative deprivation (Stouffer et al. 1949 ) and social comparison (Festinger 1954 , Olson et al. 1986 ).
The distinction between the secondary inflation and the frame-of-reference effect can best be formulated in terms of functionings. Secondary inflation is the rate of real income growth required to maintain one's level of functionings, whereas the frame-of-reference effect alters the set of functionings that will maintain an individual's level of life satisfaction ( fig. 1 ). The former is a primarily external allocative effect, while the latter is rather internal or psychological (also called practical and social-psychological effects, respectively; e.g., Vendrik 1993: 112) . Since functionings reflect objective living conditions (not to be confused with material living standard), we have here an important distinction between indirect income effects on life satisfaction via living conditions and direct income effects on life satisfaction. To be sure, the two effects will often be hard to separate in practice. For example, expensive clothes may serve partly to maintain one's level of the functioning of social recognition and partly to raise this level of functioning so as to maintain one's level of life satisfaction (or perhaps to effectively raise life satisfaction).
Nevertheless, the distinction between the secondary inflation and the frame-of-reference effect will be useful as a conceptual distinction which we will use below.
In both cases of positional externalities, a person's life satisfaction (LS) will negatively depend on the incomes of other people (e.g. in a person's social reference group in the case of frame-of-reference effects). Identifying which "other people" are involved is a very thorny problem, which has prompted researchers to make simplifying approxima- 
where X is a vector of control variables and e is an error term. The parameters β and γ are supposed to be non-negative and δ is a vector of parameters. Equation (1) can be rewritten as
which separates the effect of the discrepancy between log income and log aspiration level from the pure effect of the log income level. The discrepancy variable can also be written as ln(Y/Y*). Stutzer finds that this variable has a sizeable and significantly positive effect on LS (γ > 0), whereas lnY 'as such' has only a slight and insignificantly positive effect (β ≈ γ). Thus, an equal relative rise of income and aspiration level will produce two completely offsetting effects on LS for these Swiss data (as assumed by Easterlin (2001: 473) in his model).
However, the question is: do income and aspiration levels rise at the same pace?
(This is a crucial assumption in Easterlin's (2001) 
where Z is a vector of control variables and e* is an error term. The parameters ϕ -1 , ϕ s , ϕ r and ϕ c are supposed to be non-negative parameters and χ is a vector of parameters. Since the social influence from closer groups can be expected to be stronger than that from wider groups, we expect ϕ s > ϕ r > ϕ c with ϕ c referring to country. an approximately zero income effect, which is consistent with the absence of a clear income effect on LS between the second and fifth income quintile of a West-German crosssection as found by Glatzer (1991) . Hence, we can say that the impression of a lower income effect on LS in individual cross-sections as compared to the income effect on decision utility is consistent with what the aspiration-level approach predicts. Nevertheless, the former impression has still to be underpinned by quantitative estimates.
An important point to note is that even when people fully anticipate rises in their past income Y -1 and in the average income in their social environment, there is a Pris-11 It is easily shown that the decision utility will rise by 2/e times β points, where e = 2.718.
oner's-dilemma effect of positional externalities on their decision utility. In that case, people anticipate that a rise in their income Y will only lead to a moderate or zero rise in their LS, but also that no rise in Y will imply a fall in their LS when the income in their social environment rises. This gives them an incentive to take income-raising decisions, but if everybody does so, nobody will gain much in LS. This represents an explanation of the above paradoxes in terms of collective irrationality, which does not require the individual irrationality of a discrepancy between decision and experienced utility. However, no evidence for the influence of RIS variables on SWB was found: Possible adaptation effects were examined by exploring the effect income changes from the first to the second period had on SWB, controlling for the level of income. This did not yield significant results. Furthermore, the SWB levels of people with comparable incomes living in poorer versus richer geographical areas (a county or contiguous counties) were compared to each other. This did not yield significant differences either. Similarly insignificant effects of RIS variables were found in cross-national studies by Diener et al. (1993 Diener et al. ( , 1995 . The 1995 study is the more extensive one and comprises SWB data for 55 countries as reported in probability surveys and a large college student sample. Possible adaptation effects were examined by correlating the growth of per capita real GDP of nations with SWB. This produced insignificant or inconsistent correlations with the main correlation being insignificantly negative when absolute levels of income were controlled for. Social comparison was taken into account by investigating its effects on SWB in three ways. One of the correlations had the "wrong" sign and was significant, the other two correlations were insignificant. Peiró, 2003) .
Secondly, Diener et al. (1993) themselves raise the point that the ten-years period over which the income change was measured in their cross-section study might be too long since complete adaptation is likely to occur within a shorter time period. Still, they had expected some correlation with SWB from recent changes in the income of some individuals in the cross-section. On the other hand, in the national cross-section study of Diener et al. (1995) , correlations of SWB with growth of per capita GDP, which represents income changes over one year, were insignificant or inconsistent as well. Stutzer's result that approximating people's previous income Y -1 with their current income yields a significant estimated coefficient ϕ -1 in eq. (3) for the aspiration level Y* suggests that the insignificant results of Diener et al. (1993 Diener et al. ( , 1995 also be due to an "overshooting" of aspiration levels over fast rising income levels in countries with rapid economic growth (as mentioned by Diener et al. 1995: 852) . This may be modelled by assuming that the coefficient ϕ -1 in eq. (3) for the aspiration level is an increasing function of relative income growth ∆lnY. The important thing to note here is that the insignificant adaptation results of Diener et al. are not necessarily inconsistent with the aspiration-level approach. Diener et al. (1993 Diener et al. ( , 1995 's insignificant or negative results for social comparison can have different possible reasons, as extensively discussed by Diener et al. (1993: 217-221) . Going into that is beyond the scope of this paper, but we would like to suggest here one other possible reason. Living as a rich person in a poor country might not only have the benefits of a higher relative income (in terms of SWB), but also have costs due to worse general living conditions such as less security and worse public facilities. Conversely, living as a poor person in a rich area may not only have the costs of a lower relative income, but also benefits due to better general living conditions. These benefits and costs may more or less counterbalance each other, leading to no significant net effect of the economic prosperity in one's living area on SWB. 12 Such possible differences in living conditions are not likely to affect aspiration levels such as modelled in Stutzer's eq.
(3) nor to play a role in the impact of average cohort or social-group incomes in the models of McBride and Ferrer-i-Carbonell.
Another paper which is critical about the aspiration-level approach and the implied happiness-is-relative view is Veenhoven (1991) . In a general analysis he argues that extreme claims on the basis of that view are unwarranted. Again, it is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss all his arguments, but one criticism is particularly important and interesting in the present context. He finds that the higher the GDP of a country, the lower the correlation between individual happiness and income. This is inconsistent with the assumption that relative-income effects are just as strong (or weak) at low income levels as they are at high income levels. Indeed, McBride (2001) finds that RIS variables appear to have much stronger effects on life satisfaction for those in higher-income groups than for those in lower-income groups, while the effect of an increase in income is much smaller. This can explain Veenhoven's finding, but it raises the question where these differences in reactions to relative (and absolute) income come from. Yet, an important point to note is that this explanation does not require abandoning the relative-income approach. More in general, the negative results of Veenhoven (1991) and Diener et al. (1993 Diener et al. ( , 1995 with respect to this approach seem to apply to particular specifications of the relative-income hypothesis, and hence are not able to reject more general and flexible 12 Results of Schyns (2002) even suggest dominant living-conditions effects of national wealth on SWB.
18 versions of the relative-income hypothesis, which allow some impact of absolute income on LS as well.
Our conclusion from this short survey is that a lot more empirical research is needed to test the aspiration-level approach, but that first econometric results, in particular of Stutzer (2002), look promising. Together with empirical analyses like those of
Easterlin (2001), they suggest that the aspiration-level (and positional-externalities) approach can explain a large part of the stylised facts with respect to the correlations of income and life satisfaction. However, the suggestion from Stutzer's estimates that this explanation may only be partial leaves room for other possible explanations. Moreover, there are indications (Headey et al. 1991 ) that causality is not so much running from aspiration levels towards happiness, but rather from happiness towards aspiration levels (see also Richins and Dawson 1992: 313) . This possibility is analysed in the context of an alternative explanation of a discrepancy between decision utility and experienced utility of income in the next section.
Intrinsic versus extrinsic goals
a. Motivational SWB theory Veenhoven (1991) emphasises that even in affluent societies overall life satisfaction does not entirely depend on cognitive comparison, but also on how one feels affectively. In his view, overall life satisfaction does not only have a cognitive component which indicates the 'degree to which an individual perceives her aspirations to be met' (contentment). It also has an affective component representing the 'degree to which the various affects a person experiences are pleasant' (hedonic level), prior to any cognitive evaluation. This hedonic level of affect draws on the gratification of basic bio-psychological needs. To the extent that life satisfaction depends on this need gratification, it hinges, in Veenhoven's view, on absolute levels of income rather than relative levels. This view finds support in the empirical results of Diener et al. (1993 Diener et al. ( , 1995 as discussed at the end of the previous section. Diener et al. (1993: 220-221 ) also discuss some reasons why income may make a difference in (hedonic) happiness even beyond the level of meeting one's elementary biological needs. Two reasons they mention are remarkable and important in the present context. First, status may accrue to people with relatively greater wealth, even at high levels of income. Secondly, society may generate needs in people which can be better met with an increasing income. For example, the structure of richer societies may make it difficult to do one's grocery shopping by bus (cf. p. 8). Interestingly, both reasons imply that the hedonic level of affect emphasised by Veenhoven depends on relative income, the former via a frame-of-reference effect, the latter via secondary inflation (see the explanations on p. 8). This suggests that a need approach to happiness has some overlap with the relative-income-standard approach. It also suggests that we should make a distinction between a category of needs the satisfaction of which primarily depends on absolute income, and a category of needs the satisfaction of which primarily depends on relative income.
An approach which implies such a distinction and which moreover implies a second source of difference between decision utility and experienced utility of income can be based on research results of Ryan (1993, 1996 ; see also Kasser and Ahuvia 2002) about intrinsic and extrinsic goals. Their data show first of all that a distinction between intrinsic goals-self-acceptance, affiliation, community feeling, and physical fitness-and extrinsic goals-financial success, social recognition, and appealing appearance-actually does reflect a consistent pattern in people's preferences: the mutual correlation of the importance scores given to each goal is substantial within each group of goals, but negligible across the two groups. That is, someone who declares financial success to be a relatively important goal will in general place more importance on other extrinsic goals than on intrinsic goals.
As a second result, it turned out that subjects giving relative centrality to extrinsic goals tended to score lower on subjective well-being measures than subjects for whom intrinsic goals were more central 13 , and this result appeared not to be influenced by the actual income of respondents. For brevity, we will call this the motivational SWB theory.
On the whole it seems safe to conclude (1) that it makes sense to distinguish between in-trinsic and extrinsic goals and (2) that giving priority to extrinsic goals over intrinsic ones is generally associated with reduced well-being.
To relate the motivational SWB theory back to the distinction between decision and experienced utility, these findings can be interpreted as follows. It seems reasonable to assume that the relative importance an individual attaches to a particular goal will determine with how large a weight this dimension will impact on decision utility. Experienced utility, however, appears to be more or less independent from the goal priorities an individual holds. In other words, the fact that a person finds financial success particularly important does not mean that he will actually derive more satisfaction from achieving financial success than anybody else. As a consequence, a person who overemphasises extrinsic goals will be characterised by a discrepancy between decision and experienced utility: his decisions will not effectively maximise experienced utility. Decision and experienced utility will only coincide when there is some optimal assignment of relative weights to extrinsic and intrinsic goals in decision utility.
There is a conspicuous parallel between the extrinsic/intrinsic distinction and the respective roles of relative and absolute income. As it seems, the satisfaction of extrinsic desires-in particular social recognition and financial success-is to a large extent relative, while the satisfaction of intrinsic desires-especially affiliation and community feeling-is much less dependent on social comparison. Strong evidence supporting this view comes from studies of pay satisfaction, which regularly find a strong correlation between (experienced) satisfaction with income and relative-income variables Wansbeek 1985, Clark and Oswald 1996) . Hence, for a person who gives high priority to extrinsic goals, decision utility may be expected to be strongly influenced by relativeincome considerations and adapting aspiration levels. On the other hand, the experienced utility of such a person depends more strongly on the satisfaction of intrinsic needs, which is much less sensitive to relative income. Although the results of Diener et al. (1993) suggest that, even in higher income brackets, experienced utility is still somewhat sensitive to absolute income, overall it will depend less on income than the decision utility of people focusing on extrinsic goals. If in developed countries the overemphasis on extrinsic goals is pervasive (as argued by Lane 2000, e.g.) , we can expect a substantial effect from the discrepancy between decision and experienced utility of these people that will be felt on all levels of aggregation.
A recent study by Nickerson et al. (2003) further investigated the relation between the extrinsic goal of financial success and happiness, and produced interesting results. As a main result they found that actual income moderates and even neutralizes the negative effect of an extrinsic focus on happiness. In contrast to the Kasser and Ryan (1996) results, the richer the group you look at, the less will be the "happiness bonus" of less financially focused people. Eventually, as you move up the income ladder, the happiness difference between the most and the least financially motivated groups fades to less than 0.1 on a 5-point scale (for 1995 incomes above US$100,000). 14 Hence, if the results can be interpreted temporally (and not only cross-sectionally) 15 , it is true that a financially focused individual will derive more happiness from becoming rich than a person placing less value on financial success. On the other hand, however, the fact that financial success is a person's top priority does not mean that, once he has achieved wealth, he will be happier than someone who achieved financial success without really caring that much about it. The crucial point is that the latter person will start out with higher happiness to begin with, allowing her to end up on the same happiness level. It should be noted that a comparison is made between one group of people who actually attained the extrinsic goal they aspired (financial success) and a group of people who cherish more intrinsic priorities they may or may not have achieved (even though they also happen to be rich). In other words, this comparison does not tell us how the happiness derived from achieving an extrinsic goal relates to that derived from achieving an intrinsic goal. The fact that financial success does not make extrinsically focused people happier than intrinsically focused individuals, however, suggests that the attainment of intrinsic goals may actually bring a higher happiness payoff.
14 Unfortunately the authors do not report significance levels, but it seems safe to assume that the positive difference of +.03 for the highest income group (above US$200,000) is not significant. It certainly is not substantial when compared to -.84 for the lowest income group (up to US$1000).
b. Top-down interpretation
The motivational SWB theory can now be related to the aspiration-level theory discussed in the previous section as follows. There is some evidence (Diener 1984 , Headey et al. 1991 , Schyns 2001 ) that causality may not only be running from domain satisfactions/aspiration levels towards life satisfaction ("bottom-up", as assumed in the aspiration-level theory), but also from life satisfaction towards domain satisfactions/aspiration levels ("top-down"). In particular, for Australian data (1981-1987) Headey et al. found top-down causation for satisfaction with material living standard, which comes close to financial situation. This raises the question how then life satisfaction is determined. One possible explanation starts from the observation that, according to the motivational SWB theory, the degree of life satisfaction depends strongly on the satisfaction of intrinsic needs and this tends to be lower for persons who give higher priority to extrinsic goals.
The latter persons will then declare to be less satisfied with more or less all domains (due to top-down causation), including financial situation. However, the hedonic and the cognitive levels of satisfaction of such a person may be inconsistent: While out of his general mood he will claim to be unhappy with his financial situation (hedonic level), his cognitive evaluation of matters will give him little reason to complain about his finances (cognitive level). To reduce this cognitive dissonance, he may revise his aspiration level upwards, much as if he thought, "my financial situation doesn't seem to be that bad at first sight, but I would certainly be a happier person if I had more money". In the context of eq. (3) for the aspiration level Y* (p. 11), this could be modelled by assuming that the ϕ coefficients are higher the more unhappy the person is. At the same time, his focus on financial success (and, more generally, extrinsic goals) will be reinforced, which further suppresses his hedonic level of life satisfaction. Thus, we would have a loop of reinforcing negative feedbacks between focus on extrinsic goals and hedonic level of life satisfaction, with the cognitive levels of life and domain satisfactions and aspiration levels only being derivatives. Exogenous determinants of this feedback loop would primarily be culture on a collective level and personality traits on an individual level.
What is still missing in this tentative theory is an explanation of the bias towards financial success or extrinsic goals in general. It is not obvious why cognitive dissonance between (higher) hedonic level of affect and (lower) cognitive satisfaction should be re-duced by revising extrinsic aspiration levels only, and not also by revising aspirations of intrinsic goals as well. The mechanism described above, one might think, could as well lead an unhappy nature to place priority on the pursuit of intrinsic goals such as friendship and community feeling. The reason why an unhappy character is more likely to focus on extrinsic than intrinsic values might be the perceived control over the respective domain satisfactions. One may (perhaps correctly) believe to have more control over one's earning power than over the number and quality of friendships. People indeed appear to spend much more time and effort on education aimed at improving one's value on the labour market than on enhancing the ability to make friends. While this explanation seems to be a plausible one, we concede that further research is needed to substantiate this argument.
c. Failures to learn and wanting versus liking
Apart from the question through which mechanism exactly the bias towards extrinsic goals operates, it should be noted that the mere existence of a systematic bias against (experienced) utility maximisation, which is also posited by the aspiration-level theory, would clearly be an embarrassment to the rational-behaviour hypothesis that is central to much of economic theory. While this hypothesis does not claim that people will always succeed in maximising utility in an absolute sense, it does claim that people learn from past mistakes and will not commit a particular type of error systematically. Rationality in this sense would require that a financially well-endowed individual who has for some while sought happiness in ever more material affluence, realises that aspiring more wealth does not pay off as expected. As a consequence she would revise her value priorities in favour of intrinsic goals and discover that this is the more efficient strategy.
So, do people really fail to learn? Are they irrational after all? Psychologists who examined human decision processes closer indeed tend to subscribe to such a view.
16 Loewenstein and Schkade (1999) , e.g., conclude that "Learning from experience does not seem to offer a broad cure for prediction errors because intuitive theories are often resistant to change, memories of experience are often themselves biased or incomplete, and experiences rarely repeat themselves often enough to make diagnostic patterns noticeable." (p. 85)
They even doubt that expected hedonic payoff is a conscious deliberation in everyday decision making in the first place:
"In fact, as Langer (1989) and others have pointed out, many decisions involve little conscious deliberation. People decide based on rules ..., habits ..., and gut feelings, none of which involve explicit predictions of future feelings. The most common source of experimental surprise could therefore be the absence of an explicit prediction in the first place." 17 (p. 100) This interpretation is also strengthened by neurophysiological evidence. As Berridge (1999) reports, wanting and liking (corresponding to decision and experienced utility, respectively) emerge from two separate neural substrates (p. 541). In experiments involving the manipulation of particular brain regions of rats, it is possible to demonstrate states of "wanting without liking" (eating unswallowable food) and "liking without wanting" (refusing tasty food). Such states have also been observed in human drug addicts.
Even though it is difficult to demonstrate the existence of this dissociation between wanting and liking in healthy individuals, the physiological separation of wanting and liking suggests that they will not, as assumed in most of economic decision theory, naturally coincide, but that some-possibly complex and perhaps fallible-intermediary process is at work in human decision making. Observed choice might therefore not accurately reflect where people derive satisfaction from.
The evidence reviewed in this section has been merged to a theory in which there is a mutual interaction between focus on extrinsic goals and hedonic level of life satisfaction. On the one hand, people who overemphasise extrinsic goals will end up less happy than those who place higher priority on intrinsic goals because their decisions will be based on systematically biased predictions of experienced utility. The failure to draw the appropriate lessons from the consistent failure to realise the hoped-for happiness payoff will perpetuate such a pattern. On the other hand, it can be argued that a predisposition to 17 The rational behavior hypothesis can of coursed be saved-once more-by claiming that, at the end of the day, following imperfect rules and "gut feelings" is more efficient than spending much effort looking for the perfect decision. Whether this argument is valid in this context will depend on how bad these rules and habits really are.
25 be unhappy will make a person prioritise extrinsic goals, probably because people believe to have more control over the satisfaction of extrinsic than of intrinsic desires and because they do not realise that the adaptation of aspiration levels renders the pursuit of extrinsic goals partly self-defeating.
By means of the motivational SWB theory we are able to account for the finding that the observed behaviour and the stated preference for income overstate the contribution of income to actual life satisfaction. People who overemphasise extrinsic over intrinsic goals will neglect those needs whose fulfilment would durably enhance well-being while excessively focusing on those needs whose pursuit will not bring lasting increases of happiness.
Conclusions
Let us take stock of the relative merits of the two approaches discussed in Sections 3 and 4. Both the aspiration-level and the extrinsic/intrinsic-needs approach point to sources of discrepancies between decision utility and experienced utility of income. In addition, the theory of positional externalities supplements these explanations in terms of individual irrationality with the implications of collective irrationality. Both the aspiration-level theory and the theory of positional externalities yield much more specific explanations of zero or low correlations between income and life satisfaction at different levels of analysis (see Table 2 ) than the intrinsic/extrinsic-goals approach so far.
On the other hand, the aspiration-level approach presupposes that the relations between aspiration levels/domain satisfactions and life satisfaction are purely bottom-up, while there is considerable evidence to the contrary. 18 When aspiration levels and domain satisfactions are endogenously determined by life satisfaction (top-down), the intrinsic/extrinsic-goals approach explains why focusing on financial success in decision utility yields little gain in experienced utility.
There is now some evidence (e.g. Schyns 2001 ) that top-down and bottom-up relations may work at the same time, resulting in feedback loops. The bottom-up relations may then imply that the low sensitivity of life satisfaction to fulfilment of extrinsic goals may be partly due to the dynamics of aspiration levels and positional externalities. What, at the very least, becomes clear from these results, is that a black-and-white dichotomy between, on the one hand, aspiration-level approaches in terms of relative happiness and, on the other hand, needs approaches in terms of absolute happiness does not appear to be appropriate.
